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PROTEINS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM:
CONSIDERED IN THE LIGHT OF THE PREVAILING HYPOTHESES
ON PROTEIN STRUCTURE*
RICHARD J. BLOCK
THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROTEINS
The classification of chemical compounds should preferably be
based on definite chemical and physical properties of the individual
substances. However, at the present time such treatment of most
of the proteins is, impossible. Only a few groups-protamines,
keratins, globins, collagens, and homologous tissue proteins-can be
thus definitely classified. But, in order to have a better understand-
ing of the hypotheses on the structure of the proteins, this discussion
will be introduced by a brief summary of a scheme by means of
which the proteins can be grouped.45
THE PROTEINS
I. Simple Proteins yield on hydrolysis only amino acids or their
derivatives.
A. Albumins are soluble in water, coagulable by heat, and are
usually deficient in glycine.t
B. Globulins are insoluble in water, soluble in strong acids and
alkalis, in neutral salts, and usually contain glycine.::
C. Prolamines are soluble in 70-80 per cent ethyl alcohol, yield
large amounts of proline and amide nitrogen (indicative of consider-
*From the Department of Chemistry, New York State Psychiatric Institute
and Hospital, New York City.
tApparently the solubility of native proteins depends on the distribution of the
surface charges. If the number of positive and negative groups on the surface are
equal, these unite to form protein aggregates which then precipitate. The positive
and negative groups in the interior of the protein globules are claimed to have no
effect on the solubility, except after denaturation when some are transferred to the
surface causing precipitation at the isoelectric point (cf. Haurowitz74).
t The inadequacy of a classification based solely on solubility is shown by the
following: The salting-out of whey according to one procedure permits the isolation
of over 65 per cent of the total whey protein as albumin, while another method
yields 60 per cent of the total protein as a crystalline globulin.'27, 128YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
able quantities of dicarboxylic acids) and are deficient in lysine.
Although they have been isolated princpally from cereal seeds, the
obtaining of alcohol-soluble proteins from milk" suggests that it
might be possible to isolate such substances from other animal
tissues.
D. Glutelins have been obtained from plants only.
E. Scleroproteins (Album4noids) are those fibrous proteins
which have a supporting or protective function in the animal organ-
ism. Preliminary results by the writer indicate also that there
exists in the central nervous system a fibrous protein or group of
proteins which may have important physiological functions.1T 18'27
1. Collagens, the principal supporting proteins of skin, ten-
dons, and bones, are resistant to peptic and tryptic digestion and
are converted into an easily digestible water-soluble protein, gelatin,
by boiling with water. On the basis of amino acid analyses Berg-
mann"1,' has suggested the following formula for gelatin:
-G.X.P.G.X.X.G.X.P.G.X.X.-where "G" represents glycine,
"P" proline or hydroxyproline, and "X" the other amino acds.
The isolation of Iysyl-prolyl-glycine88 indicates that this formula is
essentially correct.
* 2. Elastins, which are present in elastic tissues such as tendons
and arteries, are digested by trypsin but not by pepsin and are not
converted into gelatin. It has been claimed that a simple method
of differentiating collagen from elastin is that the latter does not
give a color reaction for hydroxyproline."2'
3. Keratins are proteins resistant to digestion by pepsin and
trypsin,* insoluble in dilute acids and alkalis, in water or in organic
solvents. It is often suggested that the high sulfur content of some
keratins (hair and wool) is primarily responsible for their stability.
This idea neglects the point that many keratins of equal physical
and chemical stability are quite low in cystine.8" It was observed
by Block andVickery3" that keratin obtained from widely diversified
sources (such as human hair and goose feathers, finger-nails21 and
snake epidermis, silk fibroin and egg-shell membrane"8) yielded
* It has long been known that certain animals and insects especially the common
clothes-moth will digest keratins. The recent experiments of Linderstr0m-Lang48' '9
have shown that moth larvae are capable of reducing the i-SS-linkages of wool
keratin. The reduced wool (kerateine) can now be split by the common proteolytic
enzymes (cf. Goddard and Michaelis62).
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histidine, lysine, and arginine in such quantities that the molecular
ratio of these amino acids respectively approximated 1:5: 15.'
The tissue proteins listed in Table I may, from their embryonic
TABLE I
BASIC AMINO ACIDS AND CYSTINE YIELDED BY VARIOUS KERATINS
Molecular ratio
Source of Nitro- His- Argi- hiitidine:
tisueprotein gen Cystine dine Lysine nine lysine: rgin
%° %° % % s
Human hair .......... 16.5 0.50 2.5 8.0 1: 5:14
Humanfinger-nails.. 14.9 12.0 0.49 2.4 8.4 1:3:15
Human skin stratum
corneum ............ 15.1 2.3 0.59 3.09 10.09 1:6:15
Sheep wool ............ 16.6 10.0 0.66 2.3 7.8 1:4:14
Egg-shell membrane 15.0 6.4 0.58 2.09 7.36 1: 5: 15
Cattle horn ............ 15.1 0.64 2.8 9.4 1:5: 13
Goose feathers ...... 15.5 6.4 0.35 1.0 4.8 1:4:14
Snake epidermis .... 17.1 5.3 0.48 1.4 5.4 1: 3: 12
Silk fibroin ............ 19.0 0.0 0.07 0.25 0.74 1:4:9
Gorgonia bellum.. 15.6 5.5 0.48 2.7 6.4 1:7:13
PlexdaureUa
dichotoma .......... 15.6 3.2 0.43 3.0 5.4 1:7: 12
origin and anatomical location, be regarded as true keratins. Since
all these tissues yielded histidine, lysine, and arginine in molecular
ratios which were approximately constant, it appears that in this
group of proteins we have been able, for the first time, to charac-
terize a protein both chemically and physically.
4. Neurokeratins. In 1877, Ewald and Kuhne53 observed
that if sections of the various soft organs of the body were treated
with gastric and pancreatic juices and then extracted successively
with organic solvents, dilute acids, and alkalis, only one tissue
showed the same resistance to this treatment as horn, namely, the
gray substance of the spinal cord, the brain, and the retina. This
substance, which could be obtained with reasonably well-defined
chemical properties from the central nervous system, has been called
neurokeratin because of its resistance to enzymatic digestion. How-
ever, within recent years Block"8 has daimed, on the basis of the
yields of histidine, lysine, and arginine, that neurokeratin is not a
true keratin. This interesting protein which is probably of fibrous
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nature and only slowly attacked by pepsin and trypsin (I believe
that under proper experimental conditions it is possible to digest
completely this protein by pepsin and trypsin) may be related to
some of the enzyme-resistant proteins of ectodermal origin present
in the skin. Neurokeratin deserves further careful investigation.
F. Histones are soluble in water, precipitated by dilute alkali,
and contain large amounts of the basic amino acids, especially lysine
and histidine. They are usually found in animal tissues, united as
salts, with acidic substances such as heme and nucleic acids. Histo-
logical evidence indicates that the Nissl granules in the central ner-
vous system are largely of nucleo-protein nature.
1. Globins are basic proteins (histones) which contain trypto-
phane, tyrosine, arginine, histidine, and lysine in a molecular ratio
of approximately 2: 3: 3: 8: 9.24 28, 140, 143, 144
G. Protamines are basic polypeptides first found in ripe fish
spermatazoa and have recently"3 been reported to exist with histones
in lens. The protamines have been divided into fourgroups depend-
ing on their content of the basic amino acids88; those containing
(1) arginine only (monoprotamines)
(2) arginine and lysine (diprotamines)
(3) arginine and histidine (diprotamines)
(4) arginine, histidine, and lysine (triprotamines)
These usually exist in combination with nucleic acids.
The constitution of even the simple monoprotamines is still sub-
ject to controversy. Thus, Felix54 has claimed that clupein is a
mixture of the following components:
Clupein Al (4 arginine, 1 serine, 1 alanine)
Clupein A2 (4 arginine, 1 proline, 1 aminovaleric acid)
Clupein B= A + A2- H0
Clupein C B + B-H2O
while Waldschmidt-Leitz'72 has given the formula for an unfrac-
tionated clupein as M-A-A-M-A-A-M-A-A-P-A-A-M-A-A- where
"M" represents a monoamine monocarboxylic amino acid, "P"
stands for proline, and "A" for arginine. It will be noticed that
Felix's clupein "B" and Waldschmidt-Leitz's formula for clupein
differ only by a tripeptide.
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Lissitzin102 has shown that the protamines of the various
acepenscridae (sturgeons, etc.) show the same content of C, H, N,
arginine, histidine, and lysine. He claims, therefore, that all the
protamines prepared from this group are the same and should be
called acepenserin rather than sturine, stellatin, etc. The signifi-
cance of the consistency of the molecular ratios of the amino acids
in relation to the genesis of proteins will be discussed later.
It is often assumed that the protamines comprise most, if not
all, of the sperm-head proteins. This misconception may lead to
some rather unfortunate conclusions (cf. 'Wrinch178). It should be
remembered that sperm also carry proteins which yield tryptophane,
tyrosine, and other amino acids.5"
II. Conjugated Proteins are proteins united with some substance
which on decomposition does not yield amino acids only. It seems
probable that the larger proportion of the tissue proteins, including
the brain proteins, belong to this group. For purposes of brevity,
the conjugated proteins will be discussed in greater detail under
"Chemical Characteristics of Proteins."
Before giving a detailed description of the chemical character-
istics of the proteins, a few general methods for their preparation
will be outlined, for it must be remembered that a great many of
the proteins, particularly the tissue proteins, are so very labile that
their chemical composition and the physical properties of the isolated
compounds depend, in part, at least, on the mode of preparation.", 26
METHODS OF ISOLATION
1. Isolation of proteins already in solution.
A. The preparation of albumin by the "salting-out" method. As an
example of this method, the crystallization of serum albumin will be chosen.
Horse serum is treated with an equal volume of saturated neutralized
ammonium sulfate solution, and the globulins are allowed to precipitate at
room temperature. The precipitate is removed. The filtrate is acidified
with dilute sulfuric acid to pH 4.6-4.8 (isoelectric point). After standing
at room temperature for some time the crystals are centrifuged off, washed
with one-half saturated ammonium sulfate solution and reprecipitated. This
is repeated until the crystals are free from amorphous material. A dry,
salt-free preparation can be obtained by dissolving the precipitate and dialyz-
ing156 at 2° C. until free from ammonia and sulfate ions.
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Drying of proteins: It appears that the method of drying used should
depend on the resistance of the protein to irreversible changes due to dehydra-
tion. For example, certain fibrous proteins, such as myosin or brain pro-
teins, when dried are no longer capable of being dissolved by neutral salts,
dilute alkalis, etc. Other proteins, such as lactalbumin, can be spray-dried
and still be soluble at a pH slightly above that of their isoelectric points."
1. Direct drying: Relatively concentrated protein solutions can
be frozen solid and dried in shallow dishes over phosphorus pentoxide in
vacuo. It has been generally assumed that the resulting dry powder was
unaffected by the treatment and can be rendered lipoid-free by extraction in
a Soxhlet apparatus with anhydrous ether.40 Although this method is appar-
ently satisfactory for thyroglobulin40 it has been reported that when hemo-
globin, seralbumin, edestin, and other proteins were dried in this manner
they were more or less denatured and did not assume their native state of
dispersion when placed in water.87 The addition of sodium chloride, sugars,
alanine, glycine, or gelatin protected these proteins somewhat against denatur-
ation changes.
2. Alcohol: The chilled protein solution is poured into ten
volumes of absolute alcohol-ether (1: 1) at -5° C. The precipitate is
removed, washed, and extracted with absolute ether. Here, again, it is
probable that certain proteins undergo irreversible changes while in others
the change, if any, is not so marked. For example, orosin (the total serum
proteins) treated by this method is soluble in dilute salt solutions and can be
fractionated by ammonium sulfate to yield a crystalline albumin apparently
normal in all its chemical and physical properties. This has usually been
taken to mean that no irreversible denaturation has taken place.152 On the
other hand, the studies of McFarlane"07 have indicated that there is a shift
in the characteristics of the sedimentation diagram of serum treated under these
conditions. He believes that treatment in the cold with alcohol and ether
"to be the early stage in the complex phenomenon of denaturation." These
apparent contradictions will probably be explained on the basis that the alcohol-
ether treatment of the serum albumin was so slight that it did not interfere
with such properties as crystallization or solubility in salt solutions, but that
the particle size was changed sufficiently to shift the characteristics of the
sedimentation diagram.
3. Acetone: Three volumes of cold acetone are added slowly with
stirring to the protein solution. The precipitate is allowed to stand at -5° C.
for 20 minutes, filtered, washed with acetone and ether, and dried in vacuo.
The entire operation should be done within 40 minutes. The serum pro-
teins, insulin, and certain other proteins are apparently unaffected by this
treatment.
B. The preparation of albumins and globulins by the "salting-out"
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obtained from tissues and organs by fractional precipitation with neutral
salts. Such protein fractions are usually purified by resolution in dilute salt
and reprecipitation. In the case of certain proteins this process can be repeated
as often as desired. But, in our attempts to fractionate the soluble brain
proteins by this method, it has not been possible to redissolve the precipitated
protein in dilute salts. Apparently a similar difficulty has been observed by
Urban" in the fractionation of liver proteins.
The physical chemistry of the salting-in and salting-out of proteins has
been extensively investigated by Edwin J. Cohn and will not be discussed
here.
It must always be borne in mind that considerable differences in the
amino acid composition of the protein fractions can be obtained by relatively
slight changes in the method used in their preparation. Thus, it is of the
utmost importance to specify the salt, protein concentration, pH, lipoid con-
tent, temperature, etc. when giving experimental directions. Then, too,
the ability to obtain a pure protein of constant composition from a tissue appar-
ently depends primarily on the nature of the protein itself. Thus, crystalline
insulin, pepsin, and probably egg albumin are always the same, no matter
what method has been used for their preparation. On the other hand, the
amino acid composition of crystalline serum albumin is varied even by slight
changes in the method of preparation.2" 31, 152 Therefore, in the preparation
of the latter protein and of most tissue proteins, it is necessary to repeat
exactly the physical and chemical procedures in order to obtain protein frac-
tions of identical amino acid composition.
C. Preparation of albumins and globulins by fractionation with organic
solvents. The fractionation of water-soluble protein solutions with organic
solvents such as alcohol and acetone has certain decided advantages. The
first is that no tedious dialysis to remove inorganic salts is necessary. Success-
ful use of this method by Sumner157 for the preparation of the first crystalline
enzyme, urease, was achieved by chilling a 30 per cent acetone extract of
jackbean meal to 5° C. Other investigators have employed methyl alcohol
or acetone to fractionate orosin.8 103, 112 A detailed comparative study of
the amino acid composition of protein fractions obtained by salting-out and
by fractional precipitation with organic solvents should be conducted, for
immunological studies indicate no difference between the globulin precipitated
by alcohol or by salting-out.44
2. Isolation of proteins from cellular structures.
A. Direct extraction of a protein from brain. Block and Brand29
obtained a soluble neuroprotein by the following procedure: Fresh brain is
finely ground and placed in sufficient absolute glycerol so that the final
concentration is not less than 45 per cent by volume. The glycerol sus-
pension is covered by a 1-inch layer of toluene and extraction of the proteins
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is allowed to take place for about five days. During this time the suspension
is forced through a fine cheese-cloth in order to break up the larger particles.
The resulting pulp is then diluted with an equal volume of toluene water (50
cc. of toluene to 500 cc. of water) and filtered on hardened paper. The first
filtrate is cloudy and should be poured back on the filter. After complete
filtration, the residue is reextracted with 25 per cent glycerol. The com-
bined filtrates are cooled to 40 C., diluted with an equal volume of water,
and poured into 8-10 volumes of cold acetone. The precipitate is removed
and washed with cold acetone and ether. The white, powdery protein is
dried in vacuo. The yield is 25 to 50 per cent of the total brain protein (as
calculated from the total nitrogen).
The crude brain proteins are then extracted with 20 times their weight
of ice-water containing a little acetic acid. The precipitate is centrifuged
off and the filtrate tested for protein by Esbach's reagent. If the test is posi-
tive for protein the procedure is repeated until it becomes negative. Three
to four extractions are usually suflicient. The yield of water-soluble pro-
tein-presumably albumin-is about 5 per cent.
The residue is then extracted with 20 times its weight of 10 per cent
sodium chloride solution. This extraction is repeated until the filtrate is
free from protein. The sodium chloride is removed and washed with ice-
water. The yield of soluble proteins (globulins) obtained in this way is less
than 1 per cent.
The resulting residue is then practically completely soluble in normal
ammonium hydroxide or 1/10 normal sodium hydroxide. The protein
(nucleoproteins) can be precipitated from the alkaline solution by acetic acid.
The yield is about 90 per cent-of the crude brain protein.
B. Extraction ofproteins from lipoid-free brain residue. The meninges
are removed from fresh brain material and the nervous tissue is cut into thin
slices, washed with cold distilled water in order to remove the blood, and the
residue, reground and reextracted with fresh acetone. This process is
repeated until the dried brain residue is a light yellow powder. This powder
is finely ground and extracted twice at 400 C. with 30 times its weight of a
mixture of 95 parts of benzene and 5 parts of absolute alcohol.108 The sol-
vent is removed by filtration and that occluded on the residue is washed out
with ether. Soluble nucleoproteins can be obtained from this material by
extraction with glycerol and dilute alkali by the methods described above.
THE CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SIMPLE AND
CONJUGATED PROTEINS
It appears that proteins are composed primarily of amino acids
linked to each other by their amino and carboxyl groups-peptide
linkage. In order that we may have a better understanding of the
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protein hypotheses, the influence and chemical behavior of the more
important reactive groups present in the amino acid side chains
will be briefly summarized.
I. The Free Basic Groups.
Most proteins yield on hydrolysis three amino acids which have
decidedly basic properties. These are histidine, arginine, and lysine,
which are characterized by the presence of imidazole, guanidino,
and e amino groups respectively. They are primarily responsible
for the basic properties of the proteins.
A. Histidine. It is generally considered that the imidazole
ring of histidine exists "free" in the protein molecule.49 However,
more recent evidence suggests that in the case of certain glyco-
proteins the polysaccharide moieties may be linked to the peptide
chain through the imidazole ring.14' 137
B. Arginine. The guanidino group of arginine probably exists
"free" in proteins. The evidence for this is discussed elsewhere.28
C. Lysine and "Free" Amino Groups. The e amino group of
lysine apparently does not exist in peptide linkage in native proteins
but influences the reaction of the protein molecule by being "free"
or, possibly, united in salt or ester in linkage with a "free" carboxyl
group ofan adjacent polypeptide chain.28
Besides the "free" amino groups of lysine, we should expect
the presence of a terminal "free" a amino group in each polypeptide
chain unless the end amino acid were proline or hydroxyproline.
Thus it has been found that in gelatin only 0.5 per cent of the total
"free" amino groups could be assigned to the monoamino acids;69
while the protamine from Sardinia caerula liberates "free amino
nitrogen considerably in excess of one-half of the lysine nitrogen."47
Zein, which is especially rich in proline, is reported to contain no
"free" amino groups.79
It is well known that the e amino group of lysine has a marked
influence on the chemical and physical properties of. the protein of
which it is a constituent. Furthermore, it appears that conditions
which cause this group to be firmly bound to some other group in
the protein molecule (presumably a "free" carboxyl group) may
have a profound influence on the digestibility by enzymes of the
resulting "denatured" protein. For example, Morgan67 and Mat-
till151 have presented evidence that heat treatment of casein or other
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proteins decreases their digestibility, while the addition of lysine
restores the biological value to a considerable extent. It is possible
that the heat denaturation of these proteins may have resulted in the
formation of a new peptide linkage between the e amino group of
lysine and a "free" carboxyl group of one of the dicarboxylic acids
(Formula 1). The unusual nature of this peptide linkage may
have rendered the
lysine-containing I I
peptides of the pro- CH2COO IH3 CH200NH
tein indigestible, 212(CH2)3
thus preventing the -NHCOCcCOc -NHCi0Cco-
utilization ofthis es- FOaMULA
sential amino acid.82
The lysine thus bound is not destroyed for it has been shown82 that
the same amount oflysine can be obtained from heated and unheated
25 casein.
II. Acidic Groups.
A. Carboxyl Groups. In spite of the large amounts of dicar-
boxylic amino acids the isoelectric point of the majority of proteins
is approximately pH 4-5. This is because the "extra" carboxy
groups from aspartic, glutamic, and hydroxyglutamic acids are
largely neutralized by the basic amino acids, or are not "free" but
present as acid amides (Formula 2). In fact, it was
observed byOsborne, Leavenworth, andBrautlechtl26 RCONHCHCONHR
that the ammonia nitrogen of many proteins was CH2CONH2
equal to the nitrogen of the total dicarboxylic amino FoRmULA 2
acid fraction. More recent investigations have indi-
cated that these results were probably fortuitous, for at the time of
Osborne's experiments, hydroxyglutamic acid had not yet been
discovered.'
B. Other Acidic Groups. The phenolic hydroxyl group of
tyrosineis probably neutral under the usual physiological conditions.
However, it appears that this phenol group may have an important
place in the physiology of the proteins. Thus the activity of
insulin72 and ofpepsin124 is destroyed by iodination; presumably the
iodine substitutes in the 3, 5 positions of tyrosine. If the iodine is
removed by catalytic hydrogenation, the activity (of insulin) is
restored to a considerable extent.
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III. Halogens.
A. Iodine. Although it was suggested in 1848 that the iodine
found in sponges was present in organic form, it was not until 1896
that 3,5 diiodotyrosine was isolated from protein.40 However,
the physiologically active iodine-containing compound in the mam-
malian organism is not diiodotyrosine but thyroxin.71 u
B. Bromine. The bromine analogue of the iodo gorgoic acid,
3,5 dibromotyrosine has been found (in corals)."2 As it has been
reported that the pituitary is especially rich in bromine, it might be
of interest to investigate the proteins of this highly important gland
for 3,5 dibromotyrosine, etc.
IV. Hydroxyl and Phosphorylated Hydroxyl Groups.
Four amino acids have been shown to contain a hydroxy group.
These are serine, hydroxyproline, hydroxyglutamic acid, and threo-
nine, ,B hydroxy a amino butyric acid.1" These hydroxyl groups
apparently exist "free" or esterified with phosphoric acid or other
acidic substances.
V. Sulfur.
There are three sulfur-containing amino acids in proteins,-
cystine, cysteine, and methionine. Although methionine is capable
ofreplacing cystine in the diet under normal nutritional conditions,"
it probably behaves very differently from cystine in its influence on
protein structure.
Proteins containing cystine (cysteine) may be divided into four
categories.78 110 (I) Natural proteins which give a positive nitroprus-
sidereaction. Proteins in this class are myosin andthymushistone."7
(2) Proteins which give a positive nitroprusside reaction only after
denaturation. Example: egg albumin. (3) Denatured proteins
which give a positive nitroprusside reaction only after reduction.
(4) Proteins which contain cystine, but which do not give a positive
nitroprusside reaction even after reduction. For example, heat-
denatured beef-brain protein which yields about 1.4 per cent of
cystine after acid hydrolysis does not give a positive nitroprusside
reaction even after treatment with cyanide or thiolglycolic acid.
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The importance of the -S- linkage in protein structure is
receiving considerable attention at the present time. According to
Mirsky,'18 denaturation consists (among other changes) in the "acti-
vation" of -S- and -SH groups. He believes that when a
protein is partially denatured the insoluble fraction has the number
of reactive groups (-SS- and -SH) characteristic of the com-
pletely denatured protein, and when denaturation is reversed these
newgroups are no longer detectable. Thus a given protein molecule
is either completely native or completely denatured.
A change in the equilibrium between -SS- and -SH groups in
proteins may be followed by important physiological effects. For
example, Mendel"'1 demonstrated that certain proteolytic enzymes
could be activated by HCN, H2S, etc. This reaction is said to be
reversible, the inactive enzyme giving a negative nitroprusside test
while the active substance contains -SH.185 Recent experiments
by Bergmann, however, have thrown some doubt on this simple
explanation.14 The effect of the state of equilibrium -SS- -SH
is strikingly illustrated in the case of the hormone, insulin. This
protein contains no sulphydryl groups in the natural state and
becomes inactive when even a small proportion of its disulphide
linkages are reduced to -SH.155 If the reduced insulin is reoxi-
dized to -SS- by the usual methods such as hydrogen peroxide,
air, etc., a completely inactive product results. Freudenberg and




InsS.SR + H2 > InsSH + HSR. +02 InsS. S Ins. + RSSR
They believed that the group -SR is a relatively small molecule
and possibly could be replaced by a physiological sulphydryl com-
pound such as cysteine or glutathione. This idea was subjected
to experimental proof in the following manner.
Crystalline insulin was reduced completely with cysteine. The
inactive reduced product was then treated with a large excess of
cysteine (or glutathione) and carefully oxidized with air or H202.
The resulting product proved to be active. However, if thiolgly-
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colic acid were used instead of cysteine or reduced glutathione, an
inactive product resulted. These reactions are formulated below.
Active Inactive Active
Insulin Reduced NH2 Cysteinvl
Insulin HSCH2CHCOOH Insulin
InsS. SR +H2 X InsS*H + HSR i InsS.SCH2CHCOOH
02
Attempts to isolate the compound represented by HSR have
failed. Thus, it is impossible to know whether the cysteine replaces
a group of comparable size or not. If the equivalent weight of
insulin is 20,000, then the group InsS- probably has a molecular
weight somewhere between 10,000 and 20,000. These observations
indicate that two polypeptide chains of dissimilar constitution can
be joined together by means of the -SS- linkage of cystine; that
is, each half of a cystine molecule can be a part of two entirely
different polypeptide chains. They also indicate how a crystalline
protein of well-defined chemical, physical and physiological proper-
ties can be converted into another protein of the same highly specific
physiological function but which is chemically dissimilar to the origi-
nal. If the experiments of Freudenberg and Wegmann are shown
to be true, then we can see how it is possible for a protein to contain
a functionally important nucleus to which, under conditions, may
be joined accessory polypeptide chains having a nonspecific effect on
certain of the physiological properties of the protein.
The special groupings described so far are those which actually
occuras partofthepolypeptidechain. Thereare, however, otherim-
portant groups which are not bound quite so intimately to the peptide
chain and which maybe separated from itwithout destroyingthe pro-
tein nature of the peptide; these special compounds usually do not
yield amino acids on hydrolysis and are called prosthetic groups.
The chemical characteristics of some of these prosthetic groups and
the mode of their union with the proteins will now be described.
VI. Phosphorus.
A. Phosphoproteins. Certain proteins, especially those used for
nourishment of the young, such as casein and vitellin, are not homo-
geneous products as was believed for a long time but can be fraction-
ated to yield components some of which contain the greatest portion
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of the total phosphorus,41 42 others of which are specially rich in
sulfur.81 Careful hydrolysis of the phosphorus-rich fraction indi-
cated that apparently all of the phosphorus was
present as the ester of one of the hydroxyamino Phosphoserine
acids,136 presumably serine'°°' `10 (Formula 3).
B. Nucleoproteins are found in the nudeus (H0)3POOCH2CHNH2C00H
of every cell. It is daimed that the nudeo- FORmULA 3
proteins obtained from the nucleus of the nerve
cell and from its cytoplasm are identical.9" It is also believed that
the Nissl granules are the source ofthe cytoplasmic nucleoproteins.10l
Nucleoproteins
are salts of mono- Nucleicacid (yeast)
and tetranudeotides A. Levene
(phosphoric acid- Phosphoric acid-su ar-guanine
sugar-nitrogenous Phosph-suIar-cystosine
base) (Formula s
4) and the term, Phosph-su ar-uracil
nucleoprotein prob- Phosph-sugar-adenine ably denotes a meth- B. Takahashi
od of preparation adenine-sugr-phosph-sugr-uracil
rather than a chemi-
cal substance, for the phosph phosph
ratios of protein to . I nudics poin the cystosine-sugar-phosph-sugar-guanine nudleic acid in the
nucleoprotein frac- FORMULA 4
tions obtained from
the same tissue may be varied by changing slightly the preparative
procedure.125
The isolation and crystallization of Warburg's "yellow enzyme"
by Theorelll2 was the first instance of the
crystallization of a conjugated protein which Flavine
may be dassified as a mononudeoprotein.
The "yellow enzyme" consists of a protein 7 i
.lf3
attached to a prosthetic group composed of OC#\A/C\IC.lC
phosphoric acid and riboflavine (Formula 5). N N CH
The prosthetic group is physiologically active CZ
- && ,0E of
only when united to the native protein. The FotMULA 5
pure enzyme contains 0.535 per cent of
flavine and has a minimum molecular weight of about 70,000.1"
The nucleoproteins have always assumed great biological im-
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portance because, as their names suggest, they are probably the
proteins of the cell nucleus and of the chromosomes. The thread-
like chromosomes are characterized by successions of light and dark
bands which are arranged in definite patterns. It is believed that
the genetic identity of an organism is located in this characteristic
chromosome pattern. According to Wrinch'77 178 the chromosome
micelle is an aggregate ofidentical sequences ofmolecules in parallel.
The micelle is differentiated longitudinally by means of amino acid
residues in characteristic arrangement, but is homogeneous for all
azimuths, since each bundle of polypeptide chains is an exact copy
of every other. Two micelles will be genetically the same if the
protein pattern of each is represented by the same order of sequences
of side chains and genetically different micelles may be identical in
chemical composition except for the length of one CH-CO-NH
grouping; thatis, for a length of 3.5 A. Actuallygeneticists believe
that individual characters may be associated with so short a length
as 100 A. These micelles are supposed to be made up of long
chains of amino acid joined together by means of their amino and
carboxyl groups (peptide linkage). Wrinch suggests that the chains
contain alternating concentrations of basic and nonbasic amino acids
and that the basic groups arrange themselves on the surface and
unite with the nucleic acid molecules. Thus, where there are basic
groups in the protein chain there will be rings ofnucleic acid, where
the basic rests are lacking nucleic acid rings will also be lacking.
Thedarkbands of the chromosomes are thus associated with portions
of high density, i.e., nucleic acid rings; the light bands occur where
the density is low, in the absence ofnucleic acid.
On the basis of this theory it may thus be assumed that the
gene is a series of identical polypeptide chains in parallel, held
together by nucleic acid molecules which form rings around the out-
side ofthe bundles. The most striking characteristic ofthe chromo-
some is its tendency to grow and to divide. Wrinch suggests that
the highly basic protamines and histones tend to dissociate in the
physiological pH range, but are held together by the nudeic acid
rings. She believes that the chromosome micelle is an aggre-
gate with an instability far in excess of that of any known protein
aggregate-in marked contrast to keratin which likewise is com-
posed of long parallel polypeptide molecules, but which is held
together by an equal amount of basic and acidic groups and cemented
by cystine bridges.28 62 On the basis of this hypothesis cell divi-
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sion may be pictured as follows: The basic protein is an intensely
active disruptive element. The nucleic acidis the synthesizinginflu-
ence. Mitosis is represented by a battle between the protein mol-
ecules which are seeking to split off from each other and so open
the way to the incorporation of new molecules and the nucleic acid
which holds together the polypeptide bundles to form the chromo-
some micelles. It may be assumed that only those molecules will
be incorporated into the growing micelle which are replicas of the
molecules already present and that if by chance a peptide chain is
formed containing amino acids in a slightly different order or one
in which a new amino acid has taken the place of another, then we
have a true biological mutation.
If this idea is correct the fundamental units of living matter, the
genes, are nucleoproteins characterized by periodic concentrations of
the basic amino acids.
VII. Lipoids and Related Substances.
A. Lipoproteins. If a tissue is exhaustively extracted with ether
and then treated with strong alcohol, it is found that renewed treat-
ment with ether results in the extraction of considerably more
lipoidal material. The protein of eggyolk (lecithovitellin) behaves
similarly toward alcohol and ether and in such a way as to leave
no other reasonable belief than that a chemical union, stable towards
ether but unstable towards alcohol, exists between the protein and
the phosphatide. The nature and mode of the linkage between
phosphatide and protein is, at present, inadequately known. It has
been reported'06 that a crystalline lipoprotein could be obtained from
cells by simple centrifugation. When these crystals are treated
with alcohol the lipoprotein is decomposed to yield phospholipin
and vitellin.
Within the past few years Macheboeuf'09 (cf. also S0rensen'52)
has been able to prepare a lipoalbumin from serum by fractionation
with acid and ammonium sulfate. This product contained approxi-
mately 59 per cent of protein, 23 per cent of lecithin, and 18 per cent
of cholesterol esters and forms a perfectly clear solution in water at
pH 7 or above. The lipoids cannot be extracted from this lipopro-
tein by ether until the complex has been denatured by treatment with
hot alcohol. This stability of lipoalbumin is similar to that observed
with the "yellow enzyme." In the latter case, little of the flavine
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pigment could be extracted with water until after the protein had
been denatured by methyl alcohol.
B. Carotenoid Proteins. Wald'70 has shown that vitamin A
reacts with the protein ofthe retina to form a conjugated lipoprotein,
visual purple, in which retinene (formed from vitamin A) is the
prosthetic group. It has been suggested"7 that visual purple is
denatured by light forming a compound, visual yellow, in which the
carotenoid group is loosely bound to the protein and that this
denaturation reverses in the dark. The nervous origin of the retina
indicates the impprtance of studying further this lipoprotein and
comparing its composition with the brain proteins.
VII.MMetaloproteins.
A. Iron. Macallum"'0 reported that the nucleus of the nerve
cell consists chiefly of an iron-containing nucleoprotein, chromatin,
which is synthesized in the cytoplasm. This chromatin then diffuses
back through the membrane of the nucleus to form the Nissl
granules. These results suggest a relationship between the pro-
teins of the nucleus and those of the Nissl bodies. An iron-contain-
ing nucleoprotein has been isolated from the brain.'08 The con-
jugated proteins such as hemoglobin, myoglobin, catalase, and cyto-
chrome, which contain iron in their prosthetic groups, play a very
important role in metabolism, especially in respiration. As hemo-
globin has been the best studied, discussion will be confined to this
substance.
The amino acid composition of hemoglobin has been investigated
by Vickery,169 Block,' and others.'40 143 144 It may be concluded
from their studies that the molecular ratios of tryptophane, tyro-
sine, arginine, histidine, and lysine are approximately constant for
all the mammalian globins, being 2: 3: 3: 8:9 respectively.26 On
the other hand, the well-known differences between the mammalian
hemoglobins can be accounted for, in part at least, by differences in
their content of sulfur, cystine, and methionine. Some of these
analyses are summarized in Table IV. It will be seen from this
table that although the crystalline hemoglobin obtained from horse,
sheep, and dog bloods yielded iron and the basic amino acids in a con-
stant molecular ratio, their sulfur content varied 100 per cent, and
their cystine content 300 per cent. This constancy of the basic
amino acids and the variability in the amount of other amino acids
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(especially cystine) indicates again the primary importance of the
basic amino acids in the genetic and embryonic development of
tissue proteins.
B. Other metals. Evidence is accumulating that certain metals
such as cobalt, nickel, zinc, calcium, magnesium, etc. are united
directly with proteins to influence their structure and physiological
action. Thus arginase is inactive in the absence of certain metallic
ions," while it is claimed that crystalline urease assumes the function
of arginase75 in the presence of Co, Ni, etc.
For many years it was known that certain commercial amorphous
insulin preparations could be easily crystallized by Abel's method
while other preparations apparently equal in potency could not be
crystallized. This problem was solved by Scott,150 who found that
insulin cannot be crystallized unless a certain minimum proportion
of a metal such as zinc is present. He further found that the
amounts of zinc, cadmium, or cobalt required to cause crystallization
are equivalent to 1.6, 1.4, and 1.5 formula weights of the metals
(for a molecular weight of insulin of 20,000). This suggests that
these metals are in chemical combination with insulin.
Another example of the importance of metaloprotein complexes
is the observation that concanavalin A does not crystallize or aggluti-
nate unless small amounts of calcium, magnesium, or manganese
are added.158 Thus, it appears that the ash of protein is not
necessarily an impurity, but proteins may be thought of as being
composed of organic micelles united to one or more metallic ions.
IX. Glycoproteins.
A. Glucidoproteins. Fr'ankel and Jellinek60 obtained a nitro-
gen-containing polysaccharide from crystalline egg albumin.
This polysaccharide is probably a poly- Glucosamine-dimannose merized glucosamine-dimannose'4 (Form-
?H ula 6) apparently united to the peptide HCHF" NH2- chain through the imidazole ring of histi- H HOCR
dine.137 It has also been suggested that 0J°H o
arginine and tyrosine, which have a strong M CeOR et affinitytowards polysaccharides, mayaccount FORMULA 6
for the protein-carbohydrate complexes.184
Neurokeratin gives a strong Molisch reaction and contains only
14 per cent of nitrogen,18 suggesting that it may be or may contain
glycoprotein.
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HYPOTHESES OF THE STRUCTURE OF PROTEINS
Proteins are substances of primary importance and great com-
plexity. It is, therefore, not surprising that in spite of the extensive
investigations which have been carried out over a century and a half
on the structure of these most important compounds no theory of
their structure is completely satisfactory. This is understandable
when we consider that proteins have been obtained with molecular
weights varying from 2,000 to 20,000,000. Such proteins show a
wide range of physical, chemical, and physiological properties. In
spite of this, it appears that from the smallest to the largest they
are constructed along similar lines.
The chemical basis of the similarity in structure was formulated
at the beginning of the 20th century by Hofmeister, who suggested
that proteins consist of chains of amino acids which are bound to each
other through their amino and carboxyl groups. This hypothesis,
developed by Fischer and known as the peptide hypothesis, is the
foundation-stone ofall modern theories ofprotein structure. On the
basis of this theory a protein molecule is believed to be composed of
one or more chains of amino acids. The latter are firmly united
through their amino and carboxyl groups and less firmly united with
other chains or other portions of the same chain by the -SS- bond
of cystine, secondary valences, salt or ester linkages. As has been
stated above the stability of the naturally occurring proteins varies
widely. Possibly the more stable proteins are composed of remark-
ably long peptide chains which are linked to each other in the way
mentioned above and which give a fibrous structure to the protein
molecule and to the tissue of which it is a part. For example, the
long fibrous protein, a keratin, can be subject to quite strenuous
chemical and physical manipulations before its structure is destroyed.
Likewise, it appears to the author, that the stable protein of the
nervous system, neurokeratin, is probably associated with the long,
slender, but remarkably resistant neurofibrils, which, as we know
from histological investigations, are able to maintain their structure
even 48 hours after the nerve cell and the axis cylinder have under-
gone marked autolysis. In contrast to these stable proteins we have
in orosin so delicate a state of equilibrium that mere dilution of the
serum with water changes the state of the principal coprecipitation
systems which comprise this macromolecule.2" Between these ex-
tremes there are proteins and protein systems of all degrees of sta-
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bility. These facts should be constantly borne in mind in all protein
studies and in discussions based on such studies. For example, if
the properties of a stable tissue protein like keratin or perhaps even
crystalline pepsin are investigated, the protein isolated by various
technics will behave very much as it did in the natural living state.
But if the protein were a part of the protoplasm of a metabolically
active cell or tissue, it is reasonable to suppose that the properties
of the isolated protein may be other than those exhibited by it as
part of the living cell.
In this section an attempt will be made to discuss the principal
hypotheses concerning the structure of the protein molecule and
some of the (to us) more important ideas which may be gained
from these hypotheses. Theories, well received at the time of their
publication, but now generally modified or supplanted by newer
and more suitable hypotheses, will be but briefly mentioned. The
reader is referred to the excellent reviews of the earlier speculations
on protein structure in the papers of Vickery and Osborne."65' 68
The Peptide Theory (Hofmeister and Fischer): Proteins consist of
chains of amino acids bound to each other through their amino and
carboxyl groups (peptide linkages).
The adequacy of an hypothesis is measured by its ability to fit
the experimental facts. The first successful theory of the structure
of the protein molecule was arrived at almost simultaneously in
1901-1902 by the physiological chemist, Hofmeister,"7 and by the
organic chemist, Fischer.58 Even before 1900 it was known that
when proteins are hydrolyzed with the aid of acids, alkalis, or
enzymes the principal end-products are amino acids. Therefore, in
order to postulate the composition of the proteins it was necessary
to picture the vanous ways in which amino acids might be linked
to each other. Hofmeister discussed these linkages as follows:
1. Direct union via carbon atoms was eliminated, as in this case
the decomposition of proteins by acids, alkalis, and especially by
enzymes was impossible to explain.
2. The union of amino acids by means of an ether, ester, or
anhydride linkage was also dismissed. If this combination occurred
to anyconsiderable extent, hydroxyamino acids should be much more
common protein degradation products than they have been found
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to be. Furthermore, as this type of combination leaves the amino
groups exposed, we would expect a substance so constituted to be
strongly basic in character.
3. The most probable mode of combination was, therefore,
through a nitrogen atom. Three possibilities were suggested:
A. -CH2-NH -CH2-
This linkage occurs only in proline and hydroxyproline and is stable
to acid and alkaline hydrolysis.
B. -CH2 -NH -C-
11
NH
This second linkage is found only in one amino acid, arginine, and
is stable to acid hydrolysis.
C. Therefore, a third mode of combination, called the peptide
linkage by Fischer
-CH2 -NH --CO
is probably the one involved in uniting the amino acids to form
proteins. Hofmeister summarized the available information,
which supported his choice of the peptide linkage as the means by
which the amino acids are united, as follows: (1) Native protein
itself contains very little amino nitrogen but the end-products of
protein hydrolysis contain large amounts (Formula 7). (2) The
The peptide bond biuret reaction is given by
H2CHRC°°H NH CHR COON NH CHRC0NHCHIR C0OH proteins and many sub- NH2HRCOH N2C1 2 1 stances which contain the
peptide bond. (3) The
or peptide union is encoun-
NHCHRCOOH + N-CH .NH2CHRCON- tered in nature, e.g., hip- 2 /1CH I puricacid,glutamine, etc.
HOOCCH-CH2 To these data we may
FORMULA 7 add the now established
facts that: (4) Hydroly-
sis of proteins either by acids or enzymes causes the liberation of
amino and carboxyl groups in equivalent amounts, and (5) synthetic
peptides have been prepared which can be digested by enzymes.
The peptide hypothesis has been the only theory on the structure
of the protein molecule which has thoroughly withstood the test of
time and experimentation and upon which are based the only protein
theories whichi have obtained acceptance during the past 25 years.
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This theory offers an explanation how, by employing 21 amino
acids, it is possible for Nature to have constructed the millions of
proteins which comprise the protoplasm of the plant and animal
world. Thus Lambling has calculated that the number of poly-
peptide combinations possible with 20 different amino acids is
2,432,902,008,176,640,000 or approximately 2.4 X 1018. This
number does not appear insignificantly small even when compared
to the number of electrons required to fill up the universe, cal-
culated by Compton to be 10110.
However, the peptide theory as originally proposed does not
adequately explain certain facts about proteins, and in attempting to
fit these facts into the theory the following modifications have been
proposed.
1. The Protamine Nucleus Hypothesis. (Kossel and Siegfried.)
Miescher1"' observed that when salmon return from the sea
and swim up the Rhine to spawn, they metabolize large quantities
of muscle proteins to supply energy for locomotion and materials to
build the rapidly hypertrophying gonads, which increase from 0.1
per cent to about 6 per cent of the total body weight, for during
this journey of over 1,000 miles the fish do not consume any food.
Analyses showed that a considerable portion of the arginine origi-
nally present in the muscle proteins was not catabolized, but appar-
ently was used for the formation of the gonadal proteins. Kossel




The observation that the highly basic protamines, yielding up
to 87 per cent of their total weight as arginine, can be isolated from
ripe fish spermatozoa, coupled with the fact that arginine is appar-
ently the one amino acid present in all proteins led Kossel8' 87 to
the view that proteins contained a central basic nucleus rich in argi-
nine around which the albuminoses and peptones (now called poly-
peptides) relatively deficient in the bases, are joined in a weak,
easily broken linkage.
The publication of the peptide hypothesis of Hofmeister and
Fischer shortly after Kossel's original suggestion resulted in the
neglect of this theory by most protein chemists of that time, with
the exception of Siegfried (whose theories have been recently
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reviewed).28 Within the past few years, however, this theory has
been revived in a somewhat modified form by Kossel,89 Bonot,35 and
Roche,141 and others. It has been claimed that the amino acid com-
position of orosin varies in the same individual from day to day
under normal as well as pathological conditions.9" 146 Roche has
attempted to explain the apparently contradictory findings of the
constant physico-chemical characteristics of a protein and the varia-
tions in certain of its amino acids on the basis of Kossel's protamine
nucleus hypothesis. She believes that immunological specificity
and the characteristic physico-chemical properties of a protein are due
to a fixed stable nucleus specific for each protein while the lability
and variations of the chemical (amino acid) composition of the
protein are due to changes in the composition of and number of the
polypeptide chains attached to this nucleus. These findings can
probably be better explained along lines which are not so rigid as to
require the presence of a central nucleus (for which there is no
experimental evidence) which is primarily responsible for the great-
est part of a protein's physico-chemical properties. The constancy
of the ratio of certain amino acids in protein molecules and the vari-
ability of other amino acids has been explained by the writer along
somewhat different lines and will be discussed in detail shortly.
2. The Diketopiperazine Hypothesis. (Abderhalden.)
Amino acid anhydrides (diketopiperazines, Formula 8) can be
obtained from proteins after partial hydrolysis. However, these
compounds can readily be formed by the con-
A diketopiperazine densation of two amino acids or by the cyclyz-
Alanyltyrosine ing of a dipeptide. Furthermore, it appears anhydride that diketopiperazines are not split by the usual
proteolytic enzymes'7t and the rate of racemiz- (oHCH3 ation of proteins does not give evidence of the Boc6i4CH2C\ %O presence of diketopiperazines in the protein
NHl molecule.95 96 In spite of these negative re-
FORMULA 8 sults Abderhalden' suggested that proteins are
composed of a number of diketopiperazine-
containing complexes which are held together by secondary valences.
These "elementary complexes" may differ in number, amino acid
constitution, and arrangement in different proteins, but since they
are held together by secondary valences it is possible to conceive that
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by changing the arrangement or by the addition or loss of a few of
the complexes alterations may take place which could go so far as to
convert one protein into another. This idea was proposed before
it was realized that protein hydrolysis by pepsin yields amino and
carboxyl groups in equivalent proportions153 and that enzymatic
hydrolysis depends on the nature of the contiguous amino acids
rather than on the size of the polypeptide molecule.'4 Since all the
experimental evidence upon which this idea rested has been dis-
proved the diketopiperazine hypothesis as originally formulated by
Abderhalden should no longer be given any credence, although it
is possible that proteins do contain ring structures (the rings being
the result of secondary valences or hydrogen bonds) resembling in
certain respects diketopiperazines.
3. Proteins as Reversibly Dissociable Component Systems.
(S0rensen.)
In 1908 W. B. Hardy70 observed that untreated serum is readily
filtered through a porous pot, but if the serum were first treated
with water, dilute acids, or neutral salts, a fraction was produced
which would be arrested by the same filter. Furthermore, this
investigator showed that the serum protein (orosin23) is electrically
inactive. "Neither the whole nor any fraction moves in- a field.
It is impossible to detect a trace of 'ionic' proteid. Dialysis or dilu-
tion disturbs the equilibrium and 'ionic' globulin appears and can
be swept out of the general mass of proteid as an opalescent cloud."
On the basis of such studies Hardy concluded that "on the whole,
the balance of probability is against it [that serum is a mixture of
certain proteins in solution] and in favor of there being in serum
some (possibly one) complex proteid which breaks down readily into
fractions whose composition and properties depend upon the degree
of dilution and the reagents used . . . It [the globulin fraction]
can be split by saturation with neutral salt or by acidification into
fractions differingin properties according to the mode of separation."
Thus Hardy expressed his opinion against the growing idea that the
various proteins which had been isolated from serum were discrete
individuals which preexisted as such in the blood. In spite of the
large amount of work which has been done on the serum proteins*
*See references: 3, 19, 20, 23, 26, 30, 31, 35, 43, 44, 50, 63, 68, 70, 91,
103, 109, 113, 122, 133, 137, 141, 146, 152, 183.
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it is the author's opinion that the question as to whether the serum
contains one or more than one completely independent protein
fraction cannot be definitely answered.* I believe that there are
present in serum two principal coprecipitation systems which, though
interdependent, have a certain degree of independence and are most
easily separated from one another. These two major fractions,
which are known as albumin and globulin, can then in turn be frac-
tionated to yield the various proteins, crystalline and amorphous,
which have been obtained from serum. In order to indicate the
interdependence of these principal coprecipitation systems of the
serum I have suggested23 the term orosin (from the Greek, o'pos,
meaning serum) to designate the total coagulable protein of the
serum.
Hardy's investigations indicated that some, at least, of the serum
proteins are artificial products produced by the reagents employed
in their preparation. This aspect of his work was largely neglected
until the extensive investigations of S0rensen"52 and his collaborators.
Following up the investigations of Hardy and of Chick,43 S0rensen
observed that the solubility of crystalline serum albumin in dilute
salt solutions varied with the amount of the solid phase. As this
was in disagreement with Gibbs' law, it indicated that this crvstal-
line protein must either be composed of a simple mixture or of
easily dissociable components which have various degrees of solu-
bility. He showed, by proper fractionation, that it was possible to
obtain from manytimes recrystallized serum albumin various crystal-
line serum albumins of differing physical and chemical (amino acid)
properties which, when combined in the correct proportions, again
yielded a crystalline protein having the properties and composition
of the original. Somewhat similar results have been obtained with
gliadin,7" casein,98 and other proteins. Thus it appears that certain
proteins which heretofore were regarded as single substances, i.e.,
chemical individuals, must now be looked upon as mixtures of two
or more component systems. It seems that these proteins do not
exist as a simple mixture (cf. above discussion on orosin), but as a
system of reversible components so combined that the system, under
* One of the arguments often used by the proponents of the individuality of
the various serum protein fractions was that fractions having different immuno-
logical properties could be obtained from serum by salting-out. In this connection,
Rimington'87 says "the immunological evidence, at first sight so dramatically con-
vincing, must be considered with great' caution."
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conditions, behaves osmotically as a single substance. This revers-
ible combination permits an interchange between the components
of the system with changes in the state or composition of the liquid
phase (temperature, salt content, hydrogen ion activity, etc.). If
the opportunity for such a rearrangement ofcomponents is presented,
the more insoluble coprecipitation system formed under the new
conditions will precipitate. S0rensen summarizes his studies in the
following manner:
Our investigations cover only soluble proteins, i.e., proteins which may be
dissolved in water or alcohol with or without the presence of salts, at neutral,
acid, or alkaline reaction, without suffering irreversible decomposition. These
substances are represented by the ordinary formulaA.B,C,... where A,B,C,
etc. indicate entire complexes, now polypeptides, whereas the subjoined indices
x,y,z, etc. indicate the nuihbers of the said complexes contained in the whole
component system. Within each complex, all the atoms or atom groups are
interlinked by main valences, whereas the various complexes or components
are reversibly interlinked by means of residual valences.
Thus it appears that if a certain number of polypeptide chains
(components) are especially rich in one amino acid, appropriate
physico-chemical treatment (salting out, electrodialysis, etc.) would
cause a rearrangement of the coprecipitation systems permitting the
isolation of a protein fraction especially rich in this particular
amino acid. Block", 26 has shown that orosin can be fractionated
by neutral salts to give heat-coagulable proteins yielding on acid
hydrolysis from as little as 4 per cent to as much as 39 per cent of
lysine. Other investigators have obtained analogous results.5"' 63
The extreme degree of segregation of the components rich in lysine
obtained by fractionation with ammonium sulfate is made evident
when one considers that a fraction yielding almost 40 per cent of
its weight in lysine was obtained from orosin yielding only about
7 per cent of lysine. Such chemical and physical investigations are
strong evidence that most, if not all, of the soluble, labile tissue pro-
teins found in actively metabolizing protoplasm do not exist as defi-
nite chemical individuals,26' 31 i.e., in the form in which they are
isolated, but are probably united by loose secondary linkages (hydro-
gen bonds?"19) with other polypeptides present in the tissue, as well
as with lipoids109 and possibly carbohydrates.134
The ease with which an isolated protein dissociates varies mark-
edly. It is the author's impression that those proteins which have
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a specific physiological function, e.g., hemoglobin, pepsin, trypsin,
insulin, egg albumin (?) dissociate little, while those which were
incorporated into the protoplasmic mass, e.g., serum albumin, serum
globulin, gliadin (?) break up more or less readily into coprecipita-
tion systems differing in physical and chemical composition. Sol-
uble proteins, which completely obey the laws of solution and give
no indication of dissociability (in S0rensen's sense), probably consist
of peptide chains (components) which are chemically identical.
S0rensen suggested such a concentration of individual components
TABLE II
BASIC AMINO ACIDS OF CATTLE SERUM ALBUMINS AND GLOBULINS
Nitrogen Histidine Arginine Lysine Molecular ratio
Protein per cent per cent percent per cent arginine: lysine
Globulin, MgSO4 ...... 14.33 1.06 5.4 4.3 10:9
Globulin, 15%oNa2SO4 16.46 1.12 5.5 6.5 10: 14
Globulin, 20%
(NH4)2SO4 ............ 15.73 1.16 5.3 7.9 10: 18
Globulin, NaCl .......... 15.90 1.30 6.7 12.2 10:22
Globulin, 40%
(NH4)2SO4 ............ 16.53 1.80 6.2 12.1 10:23
Globulin, 30%o Na2SO4 15.66 1.28 5.2 10.9 10:25
Albumin, 60%
(NH4)2SO4 ............ 15.67 2.76 6.2 13.6 10: 26
Albumin, NaCi .......... 15.36 1.23 5.2 15.6 10:36
Albumin, Na2SO4 ...... 15.23 1.05 6.3 22.0 10:42
Albumin, MgSO4 ..... 14.71 3.22 5.0 39.6 10: 92
when he said "the component in question ... would probably com-
bine with components of the same kind to form a component sys-
tem . . . containing only the amino acids present in the involved
component."
In support of S0rensen's hypothesis mention can be made of a
purely chemical study on cattle orosin.19 It was observed that cattle
serum could be fractionated byvarious neutral salts to yield albumins
and globulins, differing in their composition of arginine and lysine
(Table II). It was noticed that the molecular ratio of lysine to
arginine increased with increasing solubility of the protein in neutral
salt solutions, but it was found that orosins from normal and patho-
logical mammals yielded arginine and lysine in the same ratio30" 1
(Table III). Thus, these studies lend weight to the concept that
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serum (and, by analogy, proteins from other actively metabolizing
tissues) does not contain several entirely independent proteins, and
that the protein fractions, isolated by physico-chemnical methods, are
not preexistent in the serum but are produced by the technac
employed in their preparation.
In the above mentioned experiments analytical evidence was
presented demonstrating that proteins which could be isolated by
simple chemical treatment with neutral salts do not preexist as
definite chemical entities in serum, but rather that serum protein
is composed of easily associable and dissociable components. Chemi-
cal analysis of these coprecipitation systems affords us some insight
into their structure: the arginine content of all the protein fractions
from cattle serum remained relatively constant at about 5.7 per cent,
while the lysine varied from 4.3 per cent in the least soluble frac-
tion to 39.6 per cent in the most soluble. Thus, it was concluded
that the basic amino acid composition of isolated serum albumin
and globulin depends, in a measure at least, on the mode of prepara-
tion of the fractions and that the lysine to arginine ratio of albumin
is always higher than that of globulin. Urban"64 has confirmed
these conclusions on the basis of his investigations on the liver
proteins.
Figure 1, which is taken directly from Dr. Luck's manuscript,104
is, I believe, an excellent graphic representation of the material dis-
cussed above. He says:
For illustration we may postulate the presence in blood serum or an
organ of proteins in two dispersion states (A, Figure 1). This number is
in agreement with the results of ultracentrifugal studies on serum but may
be different for different organs. Under the conditions that prevail in
extraction and fractionation, the proteins dissociate to yield Svedberg units
or half-units of molecular weight 34,000 or 17,000 respectively (B,
Figure 1). This assumes that either or both of the parent proteins are,
initially, in a higher state of aggregation. This dissociation may or may
not be reversible, depending on the nature of the medium. Such dissocia-
tion in media of high or low pH or in solutions of ammonium sulfate or
after great dilution with water has been reported. It is next assumed that
with progress of the fractionation and the establishment of conditions favor-
able for precipitation (concentration of the solution, addition of neutral salts
in high concentration, change of pH) aggregations take place which may
be productive of molecules of several sizes (C, Figure 1), some of which
may be larger than either the parent proteins. Under suitable conditions
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the parent proteins themselves may be generated. Throughout it is tacidy















A. The parent proteins: e.g., two size
B. Dissociation.
C. Aggregation: e.g., five size groups,
groups, two molecular species.
eleven molecular species.
(From J. M. Luck)
geneous with respect to particle size and uniform in its sedimentation prop-
erties but heterogeneous with respect to the amino acid composition of the
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would serve to explain the alleged conversion of albumin to globulin, reported
in many papers, of small molecular types into large molecular types, and of
the striking changes in the compositions of serum albumin and globulin with
change in the conditions of fractionation. In some cases phenomena of a
more subtle character may take place, such as changes in the quantities of one
or two amino acids in a protein molecule. Presumably such alterations in
composition would be due to amino acid substitution in the course of protein
synthesis,-a process which we would regard as of very high specificity but
nevertheless permitting a limited degree of substitution. These changes are
assumed to involve the primary valence bonds which link the amino acids
in the peptide chains, whereas the changes in disperse state and the aggrega-
tion phenomena involve secondary valences only.
Such experiments throw strong doubt on the validity of attempt-
ing to classify the dissociable proteins as albumins, globulins, etc.
The soluble dissociable proteins apparently do not exist in the
tissues and organs as such but are produced by the reagents employed
in their preparation. It should be noticed that it is these very classes
of proteins which have failed to be characterized by their chemical
(amino acid) composition. In contrast, the stable, firmly associated
proteins (hemoglobins, keratins, pepsins, etc.) or the tissue proteins
(orosins, protamines, brain proteins, grass, and yeast proteins)22' 116
have been so classified.2' 28
4. Directive Influence of the Basic Amino Acids on the Structure of
Proteins. The Basic Amiino Acid "'Anlage" Hypothesis
(Block).
It appears that the chemical constitution of the proteins is closely
connected with the biological forms of life which produce them, and
that themorphological differences between species find their counter-
parts in the protein constituents of their tissues. The investigations
of Vickery and Block'6' 167 on the amino acid composition of the
keratins brought to the writer's attention in a striking manner that
although the amount of the three basic amino acids, histidine, lysine,
and arginine isolated from keratins of the lowest invertebrates to
the highest mammals may vary over 1,000 per cent the molecular
ratio of these three amino acids to each other remains remarkably
constant. Further investigations'8 19. 21, 22, 23, 24, 31, 33 appeared to
strengthen the impression that the basic amino acids must have some
influence of particular significance in the genetic and embryological
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development ofthetissueproteins. I do notwish togive theimpres-
sion that it is only the basic amino acids which may have this directive
influence on the genesis of tissue proteins, for future investiga-
tions mayindicate that other amino acids may be of equal importance.
However, attention is called to the fact that a tissue protein may
vary in its content and molecular ratio of the nonbasic amino acids
even though the molecular ratio of arginine to histidine to lysine
TABLE IV
SOME STRUCTURAL UNITS OF MAMMALIAN HEMOGLOBINS
Hemoglobin Horse Sheep Dog
Nitrogen(%) ...... 16.70 16.83 16.40
Sulfur (%o) ........ 0.39 0.73 0.57
Iron (%) ............ 0.33 0.32 0.33
Cystine (%) ........ 0.4 0.6 1.2
Arginine (%) .... 3.2 3.5 3.3
Histidine (%O) .... 7.5 7.5 7.4
Lysine (%) ........ 8.1 7.7 8.1
Molecular Ratio:
Iron: Sulfur:
Cystine ............ 25:50:7 25: 100:14 25:75:21
Molecular Ratio:
Iron:Arginine:
Histidine:Lysine 1: 3: 8:9 1: 3: 8:9 1: 3:8:9
Partial Formulae A12H32L3,Fe4S,C2* A12H32L,,Fe4S,8C5* A12H,2L3,Fe4Sl3C8*
A means one molecule of arginine
H " " " " histidine
L " " " " lysine
Fc " "
cc iron
S " " " " sulfur
C " " " " cystine
remains constant. Thus, the molecular ratio of cystine to methi-
onine may vary from species to species24 and that of tryptophane to
sulfur may vary among individuals of the same species." Experi-
ments bearing on these statements include the following. The
molecular ratio of histidine to lysine to arginine in the true keratins
approximates 1: 5: 15, while the cystine content varies from 0 to 16
per cent (Table 1).33 Likewise, although the ratio and amounts of
arginine, histidine, and lysine isolated from three crystalline mam-
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malian hemoglobins remains constant (3: 8: 9) the proportions of
sulfur and of cystine varied 100 and 300 per cent respectively24
(Table IV). Other evidence of similar nature has been obtained
by Hess,76 who showed that the molecular ratios of histidine to
lysine to arginine in finger-nails obtained from normal and from
arthritic individuals remained the same, while the cystine content of
the finger-nails of the arthritic patients decreased over 18 per cent.
Cavett39 has observed that the basic amino acid, the tyrosine and
tryptophane content of normal and goitrous human thyroglobulin
remains constant but that there is a decrease in the amounts of
thyroxine and diiodotyrosine in thyroglobin prepared from goitrous
glands. Kaplansky82 and his collaborators, on the basis of a very
extensive study of the total brain proteins of man, cow, dog, rabbit,
sheep, chicken, mouse, frog, fish, cat, rat, pig, and goose, and of
human embryos have concluded that alanine alone of the amino acids
investigated is higher among the birds, amphibia, and fish than
among the mammals. These observations indicate that apparently
the basic amino acids are associated with the larger physical and
chemical characteristics by which we assign a protein to a certain
class. On the other hand, the individual differences (from animal
to animal in different species or among normal and pathological
individuals of the same species) find their counterparts in variations
in certain of the other amino acids, e.g., cystine, methionine, alanine,
glycine,"' etc.
I do not picture the basic amino acids as existing as a central
basic nucleus characteristic of any one biological type of protein
around which the remaining amino acids are united (as suggested
by Bonot,35 Kossel,86' 87 and Roche."4' I believe rather that the
basic amino acids have a directive influence on the building of tissue
proteins (hemoglobins, orosins, keratins, thyroglobulins, etc.) more
in the sense of the geneticists who describe a few cells in the early
embryo as the anlage of a particular complex organ or tissue of the
adult. Likewise, I feel that the basic amino acids act as an "anlage"
in the formation of the tissue proteins and that they function in the
genetic and embryonic development of tissue proteins. It appears
that certain amino acids function as an ele6ment constant, molding
the grosser properties of the protein while individual and species
differences are evidenced by variations in certain of the nonbasic
amino acids, among which are cystine, alanine, and probably glycine.
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This suggestion differs somewhat from the earlier proposals of
Kossel, who postulated that the characteristic proteins isolated from
natural sources contained a central protamine nucleus (cf. above).
I believe that the "anlage hypothesis" explains the similarities and
the variations among analogous and homologous tissue proteins
somewhat more in keeping with the experimental findings.
5. The Orosin Complex Hypothesis (Block).
As a result of analyses of the different protein fractions obtained
by salting-out serum with ammonium sulfate and other salts, the
conclusion was reached that the products obtained varied according
to the technic employed in their preparation. The isolated protein
fractions were considered the result of a disturbance in the normal
balance of the component systems present in the serum before the
electrolytes were introduced. These experiments and others dis-
cussed earlier in this paper led me to the belief that tissues are not
composed of so much albumin, so much globulin, etc., but that tissue
protein was made up of aloosely knit interrelated component system.
This idea was based in part on the constancy of the amounts and
ratios of arginine and lysine which were isolated from normal and
pathological sera.23 30,81 Even though the ratios of albumin to
globulin varied as much as 1,000 per cent, the arginine to lysine
ratio of the orosin remained constant. (The term orosin was em-
ployed to denote the total serum proteins in an attempt to show
the interdependence of the various component systems.)
The concept of the "orosin molecule" should not be understood
to imply that analogous tissue proteins have fixed amino acid com-
positions. The amino acid ratios of the basicamino acids may be con-
stant in two homologous proteins, but the amount and order of the
amino acids in the peptide chains may vary from species to species.
The close connection between the "orosin complex" and the basic
amino acid "anlage" hypotheses, and their dependence on S0rensen's
theories are obvious.
6. Molecular lW'eight of Proteins (Svedberg).
The hypotheses discussed so far have given only a qualitative
idea of protein structure. The quantitative aspects must involve
the determination of the molecular weight and partide size. The
molecular weight of proteins can be measured by several methods.
A. The minimal molecular weight can be calculated from the
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presence of one or more substances in the protein molecule which
can be assumed to be present as one mol per unit molecular weight
of protein. For example, the molecular weight of hemoglobin
calculated on the basis of one atom of iron per molecule gives a
weight of about 16,700. At the present time, on the basis of other
experiments, we believe that the true molecular weight of hemo-
globin is four times this quantity, or about 68,000. On the other
hand, the molecular weight of insulin, gained from its content of
methionine,85 appears to be about 38,000, which is in good agree-
ment with that determined by other methods.
B. Protein molecular weight or particle size can be measured by
filtration through membranes of graded and known porosity.
C. The rate of diffusion and the rate of sedimentation of pro-
teins in solution are the most common methods for determining the
molecular weight ofproteins. The development of this last method
by Svedberg160' "' is so well known that only a brief mention of his
experiments as they pertain to the structure of soluble proteins will
be made. He found that the molecular weights of homogeneous
native proteins are apparently simple multiples or sub-multiples
of 34,500. Therefore, only a very limited number of molecular
weights are reported among the proteins even though these differ
widely with regard to chemical composition, etc. This means that
many chemically different proteins have the same molecular weight
and that the molecular weight of proteins increases in a stepwise
fashion rather than gradually. Svedberg has observed that the
molecular weight of many soluble proteins appears to be about
1, 2, 3, and 6 times 34,000. The values indicating 4 and 5 times
34,000 do not appear to exist under the conditions of his experi-
ments. A possible explanation of these findings has been offered by
Astbury and Woods.10 They suppose that polypeptide chains of
indefinite length could be produced were it not for the instability
caused by atomic vibrations. It is assumed that this disruptive
vibration limits the length of the chain to a unit having approxi-
mately the molecular weight 34,500. The reason why the units
are 1, 2, 3, and 6 times 34,500, but never 4 or 5 times 34,500, is
explained by principles of crystallography.
Svedberg and his collaborators90 131 have found that these sol-
uble proteins are capable of reversible association and dissociation
into particles whose molecular weights are usually some simple
multiple or sub-multiple of the original, an observation which sup-
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ports the idea that proteins are composed of reversibly dissociable
component systems. Thus the globulin from wheat flour90 poly-
merizes in concentrated solutions and dissociates on dilution. Like-
wise, the particle size of a soluble protein is dependent on the pH
and on the presence of other proteins and polypeptides in the solu-
tion."31 In this connection Gorter and GrendelM have shown that
when proteins are allowed to float upon the surface of n/10 HCI,
the same area per milligram of protein is occupied by all those
studied whether they belong to Svedberg's A (34,500), 2A, 3A, or
6A groups. In other words, these investigators have shown that
the forces which bring about surface orientation and film formation
are sufficient to overcome intermicellar cohesion and to produce
complete (but reversible) dissociation into units of the common size,
34,500.
However, it appears that not all proteins in their native state
are composed of molecules which are simple multiples or sub-mul-
tiples of 34,500, for Svedberg1e9 found that the greater part of the
material in cows' milk, exclusive of the casein fraction, has a mol-
ecular weight not exceeding 1,000. If the milk serum is treated
with ammonium sulfate, proteins with molecular weights ranging
from 12,000 to 25,000 are obtained. A possible explanation of
the state of particle size of proteins in solution may be gained from
Pedersen's recent experiments.131 He found that if dupein (molecu-
larweight 2,000) is added to seralbumin (molecular weight 68,000)
new molecules, the size of which is approximately Y8 that of the
original serum albumin, are obtained.
It is worth recalling that whereas relatively few years ago the
calculation that hemoglobin might have a molecular weight of
68,000 was viewed askance, the development of physico-chemical
methods, especially the ultracentrifuge, has shown us that proteins
such as the fibrous tobacco mosaic virus may have a molecular weight
of 20,000,000.154, 182
It appears that large protein molecules can be broken down step-
wise and that the integer sub-molecules of any specific protein are
electrochemically identical. This breakdown is reversible. On the
other hand, chemically different proteins having molecules of the
same weight are electrochemically different. This reversible de-
composition of a protein into substances of lower molecular weight
fits in with the idea of the reversibly dissociable component systems
of S0rensen.
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7. T'he Periodicity of Amino Acids in the Peptide Chains
(Bergmann).
The observations of Kossel88 and others'72 that amino acids tend
to repeat themselves periodically in the protein chain have been
extended by Bergmann"4 and Bergmann and Niemann."5' 6 These
investigators observed that the numbers of molecules of the amino
acids (which are present in the higher proportions) appear to be
in a simple arithmetical ratio. "This relationship cannot be for-
tuitous and must represent a regularity of the structure of the pro-
tein itself." These investigators propose the following hypothesis.
"In every protein each amino acid residue is distributed throughout
the entire peptide chain at constant intervals, i.e., each amino acid
residue recurs with a characteristic whole number frequency." Some
of the data on which this idea is based can be summarized thus:
Hemoglobin yields on hydrolysis amino acids whose average
weighted molecular weight is approximately 133.5. This gives an
average amino acid residue weight of 115.5. From this value, it is
calculated that every 100 gm. ofglobin must contain about 0.865 gm.
molecule of an average amino acid residue. It was found that
globin yielded lysine 8.0, histidine 7.4, aspartic acid 6.4, glutamic
acid 3.5, tyrosine 3.3, proline 2.1, arginine 3.1, and cysteine 0.5
per cent. From these results Bergmann and Niemann calculated
that the above amino acids comprise 1/16, 1/18, 1/36, 1/48, 1/48,
1/48, and 1/192 respectively of all the constituent amino acids.
In other words, if we could look along a globin polypeptide chain,
we should expect to see every lysine residue separated by 15 other
amino acid residues, every histidine residue by 17 other residues,
every cysteine by 191 others, etc.
The frequency 16, 18, 36, 48, and 192 also indicated that globin
must contain 576 amino acid residues or a whole number multiple
thereof. When this number (576) is multiplied by the molecular
weight of the average residue (115.5) we come to 66,500, which is
remarkably close to the molecular weight of hemoglobin deter-
mined by purely physical methods.
From similar calculations, Bergmann and Niemann find that
crystalline egg albumin contains 288 amino acid residues of average
molecular weight 124. The product of these two values gives egg
albumin a minimum molecular weight of 35,700, which is in good
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agreement with Svedberg's value of 34,500 determined with the aid
of the ultracentrifuge.
These and other data suggest that proteins are built up of 288
amino acid residues or some simple multiple thereof. Thus the
Svedberg unit of molecular weight approximately 34,500 contains
288 amino acid residues, that of molecular weight approximately
69,000 contains 576 residues, that of 108,000 should contain 864,
etc. It also follows that the Svedberg unit is not an absolute value
dependent on molecular weight but it is a variable subject to the
average residue weight of the constituent amino acids.
Protein molecules therefore contain a great number of minor
superimposed frequencies depending upon the concentration of the
individual amino acids, and one or more major frequencies
(n X 288) which are a consequence of some, as yet unknown, law
governing their structure. It should be remembered that although
similar combinations of a few amino acid residues may occur at cer-
tain intervals along the peptide chain, in every case each combination
will lie in a different environment. Therefore, no two units in
any peptide chain possess identical structural significance.
This type of investigation should enable us eventually accurately
to determine the number of amino acids in an individual peptide
chain, the exact order in which these amino acids are attached, and
to get at the structural formula of a Svedberg unit, (cf. the formula-
tions for clupein and gelatin given earlier in this paper). Berg-
mann's "periodicity hypothesis" should be especially applicable to
the long-chain fibrous proteins such as silk fibroin, hair, and the
protein of the neurofibrils.
8. Protein Denaturation (Mirsky and Pauling).
I will not attempt to discuss the complex nature of protein
denaturation and coagulation, but no paper on protein structure
would be complete without reference to the theory of Mirsky and
Pauling.119 Their theory, which at the present time is not entirely
complete, states that a native protein molecule consists of a polypep-
tide chain (in certain cases, of two or more such chains) which con-
tinues without interruption throughout the molecule. This protein
chain is folded in a definite fashion in which it is held by hydrogen
bonds between the peptide nitrogen and oxygen atoms, and also
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between the free amino and carboxyl groups of the basic and dicar-
boxylic amino acid side-chains. They attribute the characteristic
and specific properties (solubility at the isoelectric point, crystalliza-
tion, oxygen-carrying capacity, enzyme activity, hormone properties,
etc.) of native proteins to their uniquely defined configurations and
believe that denatured proteins are to be characterized by the absence
of such uniquely defined configurations. Denaturation is pictured
as an attack on the hydrogen bond leaving the molecule free to
assume any one of a very large number of configurations with a
consequent loss of the specific properties of the native protein.
Protein coagulation is assumed to occur when adjacent molecules are
joined by means of side-chain hydrogen bonds. Native proteins do
not coagulate because most of the side-chains are in protected posi-
tions inside of the molecule; denatured proteins coagulate because
they have a larger number of free side-chains. The increase in vis-
cosity of denaturation is attributed to the change from the compact
configuration of the soluble globular native protein molecules to
more extended configurations. A native protein molecule of small
molecular weight may have some of its side-chains so arranged as
to permit it to couple with similar molecules to form a polymer.
Denaturation of a soluble protein does not necessarily mean its
coagulation. This latter process is pictured as follows. On dehydra-
tion of the native protein the surface side-chains of adjacent mole-
cules form bonds sufficiently strong to produce a coagulum of native
protein molecules. In fact the long-known resistance of many
proteins to denaturation in the dry state is explained on the basis
that this kind of coagulation of native proteins tends to aid them
to retain their native configurations.
Up to the present, only hypotheses dealing with the more gen-
eral aspects of protein structure have been discussed. In condusion,
theories dealing with the more specific geometrical states of the
amino acid residues in the protein molecule are summarized.
9. X-ray Studies of Protein Structure (Astbury).
The study of the internal structure of simple crystals by the
X-ray method of W. H. and W. L. Bragg was soon extended to
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more complex materials of organic origin. X-ray investigation of
cellulose, starch, insulin, silk fibroin, etc. suggested that these sub-
stances are constructed from crystalline particles (crystallites).
Little success, however, was achieved in the elucidation of the finer
structure of the more complex proteins until after the solution of
the problem of the structure of cellulose fibers. On the basis of
these investigations Meyer and Mark113 suggested that silk fibroin is
constructed from
CO CHm NH co CHR NH polypeptide chains
NH co CHR NH co CHR lyingroughlyparallel
+- 3.4 A to the fiber axis and
The R groups are at right angles to the plane of the paper. clinging together to
FORMULA 9 form long, thin crys-
talline or pseudo-
crystalline bundles or micelles. Neglecting the other amino acids
present in silk fibroin (cf. Vickery and Block167) they suggested
that glycine and alanine follow each other alternately in the
polypeptide chains of fibroin and that the polypeptide chains are
fully extended. This idea was apparently borne out by the experi-
mental finding that each peptide rest (-CH-NH-CO-)
occupied a length along the fiber axis of about 3.5 A (3.5 X 10-8
cm.) which was-equal to that calculated for the peptide structure
(Formula 9). X-ray investigations of hair, collagen, and other
proteins did not yield to this a-Keratin simple reasoning. The main
c/ features of all these fibrous pro-
co NH can %o teins are possibly analogous-
I o NH CO CO N that is, they are all long-chain 5.1 A XC/BEor I C(OH molecules aggregated into sub-
\HR-C'\N microscopic crystalline bundles I I I lyingroughly parallel orspirally inclined at anapproximatelycon-
IO NH stant angle to the fiber axis-but
NH do the configuration ofthe polypep-
CHR tide chains was not as in silk
FORMULA 10 fibroin. Littleprogresswasmade
in the investigation of such fibers
until Astbury and Woods1' showed that an intramolecular trans-
formation of hair keratin takes place on stretching. It was long
known that hair could be reversibly stretched if moistened. This
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increase in length was indicated by changes in the X-ray photo-
graph which showed that reversible intramolecular transformation
ofthe fiber substance had taken place. Astbury calls normal keratin
"a keratin" and the completely denatured longer modification
",3 keratin." It is also known
that if hair is heated in a moist ,S-Keratin
state under tension and then the NH co CHR
tension is relaxed before setting NH CO
has taken place the hair sets in
a third supercontracted state.
These transformations are rep- n C(OH) CHR I C(OI)
resented by the Formulae 10, /dIN.C'
' N
11, 12. 0 o
Astbury and Dickinson7 ob- 10.F2 A
served that the peptide chains in
myosin, the chief protein of muscle, exists nor-
mally in the a configuration, and they suggest Keratin
that muscle contraction involves the reversible I
transformation of the peptide chains from the enm C(OH)
a configuration to the supercontracted state. CO/N
Thus, muscle contraction is pictured as being I I(OH) Cl
based on structural changes in the protein mole- \CB/NN/ \CO
cule. These suggestions, if proven, are of funda- C -
. . 1**r ~~~~~~~~~Cm C(OH) NH mental biological significance. /\ / \
Astbury' summarizeshisinvestigations onthe CO N
scleroproteins asfollows. Allnaturalproteinfibers N C(H) CH
are built up from chain molecules lying along, \CHIR\N7 N co
orsimply related to, the fiber axis. These chains C(OH) I
are linked side by side by virtue of electrostatic / 'XcH/
co-valent and possibly primary valency linkages.
The average separation of the main polypeptide FORMULA 12
chains in the plane of the laterally extending
side-chains (the plane of the grid) varies from 9.6 to 11.5 A
(Formula 13). This variation is to be expected because this dis-
tance, representing, as it does, the average length of the polypeptide
side-chains, may be expected to vary from protein to protein depend-
ing on amino acid composition. Some of the possible side-chain
linkages are as follows:
1. Through the disulfide group of cystine, i.e., two cysteine
rests are located in different peptide chains.
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2. Salt or ester linkage between the basic and dicarboxylic amino
acids, i.e., between the 8 carboxyl of glutamic acid and the E amino
group of lysine.
3. By co-valent linkages, hydrogen bonds, etc.
(=NH OC
- N (HO)C- - N (HO)C )
The average separation of the main p






CH3 NH NH N NH
Co co CH











- C H CH
NH NH
CO CO o
Dlstance 9.6 to 11.5 A, aye, 10 A
A diagrammatic representation of the side-chain or grid linkages between parallel polypeptide chains. The figure illus.
trates the grid for 8-keratin. Thke a-form is derived fromn this
by folding the paper into a series of regular folds which leave the side-chains still parallel to the plane of the paper. The main chains (CONHCHCONHCH) should bc visual- ized as existing at right angles to the plane of the paper. The
variations in the distance between parallel main chains is
caused by differences in the type linkage, e.g., the salt bind
between the C-amiino group of lysine and the a carboxyl of
glutamic acid is pictured as spreading the chains further apart than the -55- linkage of two cysteyl rests.
FOaMULA 13
olypeptide chains in the
Lino acid side-chains is
4.5 ± 0.1 A (Formula
14). The greater con-
stancy of this spacing
(backbone) is to be ex-
pected as the polypep-
tide grids are united to
each other by the car-
boxyl and the imino
groups of the peptide
residues. Thislinkage,
which was originally
considered to be a co-
valencylinkagebyAst-
bury, is now pictured
as a sort of lactam-
lactim interchange be-
tween the = CO and
= NH groups as sug-
gested by F. C. Frank.
This linkage is be-
lieved by Mirsky and
Pauling to be that of
the hydrogen bond.
It appears from these
investigations that the
fibrous proteins are
built up from chain-
like molecules lying
roughly parallel to the
fiberaxis. Onthebasis
of this theory, de-
naturation of the na-PROTEINS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
tural proteins (which in the case of a keratin consists in simply con-
verting it into the stretched M keratin) results in the disengaging of
the cydol diazine rings (cf. below) to yield a kind of molecular yarn
or silver built up of
co C ,R) co cHR NH cO fully extendedpoly- T A c Xc@ N' Co am " peptides, the length
4. C A CHRC07NH7CH Co of which is probably I N/ \ I/ \ \ Y\ several thousand SCHR CO NH CHR CO - times its width.4' 84
3.4 AP Investigations on
Diagram of a portion of a silk fibroin micelle illustrating the the globular pro- fully extended peptide chains (a-keratin type) and the "backbone" . spacing. The R groups should be visualized as existing at right teins s have led angles to the plane of the paper. Astbury and his col-
FORMULA 14 laborators to the
conclusion that the
two more stable and insoluble states of protein structure, the fibrous
and the denatured, are based on fundamentally similar modes of
molecular arrangement and that the denatured state is essentially
fibrous, as it consists of peptide chains often fully extended and
aggregated after coagulation into parallel bundles (the reader will
note the differences in usage of the terms coagulation and denatura-
tion as employed by Astbury and by Mirsky).
It appears to the writer that polypeptides, as they are present
in actively metabolizing centers, may be organized in a loosely knit
The 'cyclol 6' molecule grid or lattice formation and
CO-NH include in the lattice not only C@- \:c polypeptides but possibly also
lipoids and other cell constitu-
.N C ents. It is possible that in living
CHR-C(OH) ,.N-CIR matter the total protein is so or- Al-" >N- COH) ganized in a loosely knit fibrous \CO-CHR CH - NH state that it very readily breaks
FORMULA 15 down on physical or chemical
manipulation to yield proteins,
the composition and properties of which depend, in a measure
at least, on the reagents employed in their preparation.
10. The Cyclol Theory of Protein Structure (Wrinch).
Wrinch"79' 180, 181 suggested that proteins are made up of dosed
polypeptide chains consisting of 2, 6, 18,42, 66, 90, 114, 138, 162,
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... (18 + 24 n) amino acid residues (Formula 15, Fig. 2). It is be-
lieved that the hexagonal folding of polypeptide chains, open or
closed, permits the construction of molecules containing even hun-
dreds of amino acid residues in orderly arrangement and provides a
characteristic pattern for the complex protein molecule. The diazine
rings comprising the cyclol molecule are believed to be formed either
by supposing the lactam-lactim rearrangement suggested by Frank
FIGURE 2
The cyclol pattern. The median plane of the lamina is the plane of the paper.
The lamina has its "front" surface above and its "back" surface below the paper.
* =N.
O = C(OH), hydroxyl upwards.
3 = C(OH), hydroxyl downwards.
0- = CHR, direction of side-chain initially outwards.
0- = CHR, direction of side-chain initially upwards.
(Taken from Wrinch.)
to Astbury as an explanation of the "backbone" linkages in keratins,
or by supposing that the = CO and = NH groups have united
through a hydrogen bond as suggested by Mirsky and Pauling.
The cyclized polypeptides form hexagons lying roughly in one
plane, the thickness of which is one amino acid residue. Since all
naturally occurring amino acids are of the I series this fabric is dorsi-
ventral, having a front surface from which the side-chains emerge,
and a back surface free from side-chains. Both front and back sur-
faces carry groups of hydroxyls ( C(OH)-N ) normal to the
surface in alternating hexagonal arrays. These cyclol layers may
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be used to build molecules and molecular aggregates of three dimen-
sions, since they may be linked front to front by means ofside-chains,
e.g., cystine bridges, and back to back by means of the hydroxyl
groups perhaps through a divalent metallic ion (cf. the necessity of
small amounts of zinc for the crystallization of insulin). If this
theory is substantiated, it implies that some native proteins, indud-
ing the so-called
Stereochemical aspects of dipeptidase action. globular soluble
H R H R proteins,mayhave
C/ CO NM . C a. A dipeptide capable of hydrolysis by a laminated struc- / \ dipeptidase. ture. Therevers-
nM2 COO ible disaggrega-
tion of globular
MO proteins into smaller molecules
CzRIE b. Enzyme is effective. Both H are in front of (molecularweight
H and both R groups behind the plane of the byosimpyg
I paper. 34,500)bysimply N /Coo, changing the pH I ofthesolutioncan
also be explained
R I ~~~~~~~~~by assurniing that
I c. Enzyme is ineffec- by a NH2-C OM MIO C tive due to the amino the cyclol plates \ / \/I\ and carboxyl groups a
H C C R NH being far apart, or are broken down l 2 to hindrance of the
N M COOa approach of the en- into sngle layeir I B zyme on account of NIkg COO Z elacon of one units or double C g aydrogen. layer units joined
bycystinebridges. FORMULA 16 Thus it appears
that the synthesis
of proteins can be considered as a process of cydization of polypep-
tides (oressentially a process ofpolymerization ofsubstituted diketo-
piperazine molecules). This idea implies that protein synthesis
would be facilitated when the appropriate groups are in the imide
form. This deduction from the cyclol hypothesis gains support
from the investigations of Bergmann14 that under the influence of
proteolytic enzymes, the keto form of the peptide linkage is changed
to the imide form (Formula 16).
More interesting is the bearing of the cyclol hypothesis on the
phenomenon of immunity. It is possible that the body acquires
immunity somewhat as follows.
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The foreign protein stamps an impression of itself on a tissue
protein of the host. This modified tissue protein is then able to
synthesize more molecules in its own image from protein precursors
in the host by incorporating into itself identical polypeptide chains
which then dissociate to form more of the new proteins (antibodies).
This impression of the writer of the formation of the tissue antigens
has been derived in part from the researches of Stanley"54 on the
propagation of tobacco mosaic virus and of Northrup'24 on the
formation of enzymes.
In spite of the fact that the acceptance of the cyclol theory offers
a ready and apparently logical explanation of many facts in protein
chemistry, nonetheless it must be remembered that little experi-
mental work has appeared either for or against this hypothesis and
there is no evidence available to the reviewer's knowledge that these
diazine rings are capable ofhydrolytic fission by proteolytic enzymes.
Evidence apparently in support of the cyclol theory is given in
a recent paper by Langmuir, Schaefer and Wrinch,92 but their con-
clusions are severely criticized by Neurath.'23
In summary, it appears that proteins are potentially both chain
systems and ring systems, and whether they assume the form of
chains or rings depends on their external environment.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROTEINS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM IN THE
LIGHT OF OUR PRESENT IDEAS ON PROTEIN STRUCTURE
I have attempted to review so far the classification of the pro-
teins, their main physical and chemical differences, and some of the
more acceptable hypotheses of protein structure. It seems surpris-
ing that in spite of the obvious importance of a detailed knowledge
of the structure and reactivity of the neuroproteins, both from the
point of view of protein chemistry and from the standpoint of prac-
tical psychiatry, that these substances have been so little studied.
Apparently, only three groups of investigators are engaged in their
study: Professor Francis 0. Schmitt at Washington University,
St. Louis, Professor S. J. Kaplansky at the Timirjaseff Institute for
Biology in Moscow, and the writer at the Department of Chemistry,
New York State Psychiatric Institute and Hospital. Kaplansky
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and the writer have based their studies particularly on the amino
acid composition of the brain proteins, while Schmitt has been inter-
ested primarily in the physico-chemical aspects of the nerve proteins.
Brodie and Halliburton3" claimed that thermal shortening of the
nerve occurs in a stepwise manner and that the temperature at each
step is that at which a definite nerve protein coagulates. They also
believed that death from hyperpyrexia occurs at the temperature
corresponding to that at which the first brain protein coagulated.
This idea was considered erroneous by Block and Brand,29 and
shown to be so by Schmitt and Wade.149 The latter investiga-
tors found that the rate and temperature of thermal shortening
could be influenced at will depending on how the heating was
manipulated and they concluded that the steps observed by Brodie
were probably meaningless. Their investigations showed, further-
more, that the myelin sheath may be eliminated as a significant
source of thermal shortening and that long extraction of frog sciatic
nerves with alcohol has little effect on the total shortening. Also,
the fibrous connective tissues can be completely removed from single
axons which continue to show thermal shortening. This suggests
that the axon proteins are responsible for the thermal phenomenon.
Another change produced by heat is the increase in the cross-sectional
area of the axons. Schmitt says "the neurofibrils in several fibers
are shown to be bunched in the center of the axis in a manner such
as to leave no doubt of their adherent contractility or of the fact
that their shortening produced telescoping ofthe fiber."
If the temperature of a normal nerve is raised, the fibrils appear
and shortening takes place. Under certain conditions heat-shortened
nerves may be reversed almost completely. This shortening and
reversal recalls the reversibility of the transformations of a keratin
to , keratin, or of 3 keratin to the supercontracted state. Mild
heating causes the appearance of neurofibrils before any shortening.
This may be explained by assuming that in the neurone and the
axon the neurofibrillar substance is present in a state of dispersion
strongly disposed to coagulation and fibril formation.173' 74 The
first result of heating is, therefore, aggregation of the polypeptide
chains through secondaryvalency linkages to form the visible fibrils,
as the nerve is heated further, the primary polypeptide chains dena-
ture and shortening occurs. (The reader is referred to the earlier
discussion of the effect of heating on the linkages in casein and to
the phenomenon of denaturation as discussed by Astbury.)
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It thus appears probable that when shortened nerves show
elastic properties, it is because stretching causes disruption of the
diazine rings which were formed by heat supercontraction. Reversal
of contraction is followed by the neurofibril polypeptide chains
assuming again the more open structure of P keratin.
Ewald52 observed that formalization raised the minimum tem-
perature at which nervous tissue shortens. (This is of importance
in histological practice to prevent thermal shrinkage during imbed-
ding.) This phenomenon may be interpreted by assuming that
formaldehyde forms new cross linkages, thus integrating the struc-
ture of the neurofibril and making it necessary to supply more
thermal energy to produce cyclization of the polypeptide chains.
It has long been known that the axis cylinder of nerves is posi-
tively birefringent, presumably due to the protein nature of the
neurofibrils. Extraction of the neurofibrils by alkali brings about
complete solution of the protein (I will call this protein neuro-
fibrillin). Coincident with this, the positive birefringence and ther-
mal shortening disappear.147 On the basis of chemical, histological,
and roentgenological investigations Schmitt, Bear, and Clarke147 148
conclude that the normal nerve contains long asymmetric micelles.
These macromolecules then easily aggregate to form the visible
neurofibrils. The demonstrations by Weiss'73 174 that a portion,
at least, of the neurofibrillin exists in the living nerve cell as
a true fibril, i.e., as discrete continuous filaments, indicates that
neurofibrillin may exist not only in the form of long polypep-
tide micelles but that these micelles may be joined end to end to
form the continuous neurofibrils, which at times may be 10 to
15 feet long. This would give to the neurofibril a periodic struc-
ture which should be capable of resolution by a study of its amino
acid composition. Such a study is being carried out by the author
at the present time.
Another approach to the chemistry of neuroproteins is that of
their comparative biochemistry. In order to avoid the difficulty of
obtaining comparable fractions among the different species (the
reader is referred to discussions on the orosin hypothesis), it is
better to determine the amino acid composition of the whole pro-
tein system of the brain. This idea was arrived at independently
by Kaplansky82 and myself. Kaplansky and his collaborators pre-
pared the brains by removing the meninges and as much blood
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as possible and dried the resulting residue with acetone. The ace-
tone-dried residue was then extracted with organic solvents to
remove the lipoids. The analytical figures given in Table V
TABLE V



































Cat ......... 3.91 1.29 5.44 9.8
Kitten ......... 1.37 4.6 4.05 1.3
Dog ......... 15.1 1.53 4.40 3.75 1.28 5.14 8.3
Puppy .......... - 1.48 4.4 3.87
Rabbit ......... 15.1 1.50 4.50 3.83 - 5.15 9.0
Rat ......... 3.95 1.31 8.6
Mouse ......... 14.9 1.42 4.44
Cow ......... 15.2 1.38 4.40 - 1.1 5.44 9.8
Sheep ......... 15.2 1.51 4.40 3.87 1.28 5.19 10.5
Pig ......... -- 8.3
Chicken ......... 15.3 1.44 4.38 3.95 5.63 7.6
Goose ......... - - 5.58 7.4
Frog ......... 15.3 1.44 4.30 4.05 1.17 6.70 8.6
Fish ......... 14.9 1.50 4.35 6.20 9.3
were based on determinations carried out on whole brain protein
and corrected for the amount of contaminating phospholipid by
means of phosphorus determinations. It will be seen from the
table that the amino acids remained remarkably constant, with the
exception that there appears to be an increase in the amount of
alanine present in bird, amphibia, and fish protein. It is improba-
ble that this difference could be simply one of sampling, because
in order to prepare sufficient material from the brains of the smaller
animals such as frog, fish, rat, and birds some several hundred to
3,000 brains were used.YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
Table VI summarizes the results of the amino acid determina-
tions which I have carried out on the total brain protein obtained
from various of the higher animals. In an attempt to reduce the
TABLE VI
AMINO ACID CONTENT OF BRAIN PROTEINS
(Block)
Histi- Argi- Tyro- Trypto-
Protein N dine Lysine nine sine phane Cystine
% % % % % % %
Beef .......... ..... 13.3 1.4 4.0 5.0 3.8 1.0 1.4
Beef-water extracted .... 13.3 - 4.3 1.1 1.7
Beef-pepsin digested .... 13.3 - 5.5 1.5 3.4
Neurokeratin ............... 14.1* 1.8 3.1 3.5 7.0 1.1 3.7
Monkey ... 12.8 0.8 4.8 5.6 1.1 1.5
Sheep ........... .... 12.6 1.3 4.1 5.0 3.6 1.1 1.2
Rat ........ ....... 14.8 0.5 4.7 5.7 4.2 1.3 1.4
Guinea Pig ............... 13.8 0.5 4.8 5.6 4.1 1.0 1.4
Collagen ............... 17.0* 0.9 6.0 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
* Corrected for ash.
amount of contaminating protein arising from the finer blood ves-
sels I prepared the brain proteins from monkey, beef, and sheep
in a way slightly different from that of Kaplansky. The brains
were demeningated, sliced, and washed with distilled water in
order to remove the blood.97 The resulting tissue residue was
ground with an equal weight of sand and the proteins extracted
with 50 volumes of water. After several days in the ice-box the
supernatant suspension was removed and filtered through filter
pulp. The milky solution was precipitated with metaphosphoric
acid (I am indebted to Doctor Briggs of the University of Chicago
for suggesting the use of this acid), the precipitate was centrifuged,
washed once with dilute acid, and dried with acetone. The result-
ing protein was then thoroughly extracted with hot alcohol, ben-
zene, and anhydrous ether. The brain protein prepared from
guinea-pigs and rats was made by drying the demeningated mate-
rial with acetone and extracting with lipoid solvents. It will be
seen from Table VI that there is no significant difference in the
amino acid composition of the brain proteins prepared by either
of these methods. Furthermore, the basic amino acid composition
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of normal human brain protein prepared by the metaphosphoric
acid method and by Kaplansky's procedure are in essential agree-
ment (I am indebted to Doctor Kaplansky for sending me before
publication the results of experiments carried out in his Institute).
During the course of these investigations I noticed that the
basic amino acid composition of the total brain proteins was very
similar to that found in 1932 for neurokeratins."8 It appears that
total brain protein consists of neurokeratin, a protein deficient in
tyrosine and cystine, and the nucleoprotein from the Nissl granules.
The presence of collagen in the walls of the blood vessels sug-
gested that this might be the tyrosine and cystine deficient protein.
Supporting evidence was found for this idea by the isolation of
a water-soluble protein from lipoid-free brain by extraction with
hot water. This water-soluble protein accounted for approxi-
mately 35 per cent of the total weight of the brain protein.
These experiments suggested that neurokeratin may be an artefact
produced from a protein precursor which is so constructed that
treatment with hot organic solvents, etc. causes it to assume a
form extraordinarily resistant to enzymatic action. The apparent
association of fibrous structure in proteins and their resistance
to enzymatic hydrolysis led to the belief that neurokeratin may
be formed from neurofibrillin, or one of its component systems,
in the process of the preparation of the former. This hypothesis
suggests a method of preparing neurofibrillin free from contami-
nating proteins, the analysis of which should throw important light
on the mechanism of nerve action.
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